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Summary. — We show the SM prediction of di-lepton production at the LHC
where to the usual Drell-Yan production we add the contribution from PhotonInitiated processes. We discuss the eﬀects of the inclusion of photon interactions in
the high invariant mass region (TeV region) and their consequences on BSM heavy
Z  -boson searches.

1. – Introduction
Thanks to the recent energy improvement of the LHC machine we are now able to
reach the invariant mass TeV scale, in search of signs of heavy BSM physics. On the
other hand, exploiting the high integrated luminosity that will be collected over the next
years, we are increasing the precision of low invariant mass measurements that we can
compare with high accuracy theoretical calculations, looking for small discrepancies from
SM predictions. In order to be successful, both these approaches require a theoretical
eﬀort to keep up with the experimental progresses. QCD corrections at N(N)LO are now
available for many processes. At this level of precision also QED (N)LO eﬀects become
relevant, and they have to be accounted for consistently [1]. For some processes like
di-lepton production a complete description of the QED dynamics is available [2].
In this work we will focus on the eﬀects of the inclusion of tree-level QED diagrams
in SM predictions for the di-lepton ﬁnal state at the LHC. In LHC collisions protons also
interact electromagnetically. We will evaluate the contribution of photon interactions
to the di-lepton ﬁnal state, in comparison with the dominant Drell-Yan (DY) quarkinitiated production. The eﬀect of “quasi-real” photons (Q2  0) can be accounted for
through the Equivalent Photon Approximation [3], a well-known and successful procedure
that exploit the dipole approximation to model the proton electromagnetic ﬁeld. More
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recently, PDF Collaborations have released QED PDF sets, which include a component
of photon within the nucleons. Eﬀectively in this description the photon is treated as any
other parton, and we can use those QED PDFs to explore the eﬀects of “real” photons
(Q2 = 0), as they now resolved.
The importance of the inclusion of Photon-Initiated (PI) terms have been discussed
in the literature concerning diﬀerent ﬁnal states [4-9], and their eﬀects are now accounted
for in the experimental analysis [10, 11].
2. – Real and virtual photons
We are interested in evaluating the eﬀects of diagrams with two photons in the initial state, and two charged leptons in the ﬁnal state. The process γγ → + − receive
contributions from the t- and u-channel exchange of a charged lepton.
As mentioned, QED PDF sets can be invoked to evaluate the contribution of those
diagrams. Some of these PDF sets, such as NNPDF3.0QED [12], xFitter epHMDY [13],
CT14QED inc [14] and LUXqed [15], are inclusive, meaning that the elastic component
resulting from interactions involving virtual photons is included, while some other sets,
such as CT14QED and MRST2004QED [16] are inelastic, that is the elastic component
is subtracted oﬀ. The procedures and some of the assumptions adopted by the various
PDF Collaborations in the ﬁtting of Deep-Inelastic Scattering (DIS) and possibly LHC
data, can be quite diﬀerent. For an exhaustive description of each PDF Collaboration
procedure we refer to the associated literature.
Inelastic sets can be used to separately evaluate the three terms results from two real
photons, one real and one virtual photons, and two virtual photons interactions, denoted
respectively as Double-Dissociative (DD), Single-Dissociative (SD), and pure EPA terms.
We calculate these terms using [17]
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In eqs. (1b) and (1c), N (x, Q2 ) represents the spectrum of virtual photons. Its derivation is given in [3], while a more recent treatment, including the numerical values for the
EPA parameters that we have used in this analysis, is available in [18]. The integration over the virtual momentum Q2 is constrained between Q2min that is kinematically
determined, and Q2max that is arbitrary, and taken to be varied around the ﬁxed value
at Q2max = 2 GeV2 . Results for the three terms separately in the invariant mass range
of few TeV are given in ﬁg. 1 using the MRST2004QED and the CT14QED PDF sets
respectively.
While the pure EPA contribution appears negligible with respect to the others, the
DD and the SD results are of comparable size. In the inset plots we show their ratio. The
SD size results of the order of 35–40% of the DD term in the MRST2004QED picture,
while using the CT14QED set we ﬁnd that the SD size varies between 75% and 90% of
the DD result in the examined invariant mass region.
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Fig. 1. – Individual photon-induced contributions to the di-lepton spectrum at the LHC@13TeV.
From bottom to top, the dashed black line represent the DY prediction, the light and dark
coloured curves represent the DD and SD results respectively, while the solid black line represents
the pure EPA term. The shaded areas include the systematic uncertainties. The inset plots show
the ratio between the SD and the DD results. We show results for the (a) MRST2004QED set
and (b) the CT14QED set.

In the plots we are also showing the systematic uncertainties, represented by the
shaded areas around each curve. The systematics coming from the virtual photon spectrum have been evaluated ﬁxing diﬀerent values for the Q2max in the integrations of
eqs. (1b) and (1c), respectively Q2max = 0.5 GeV2 and Q2max = 8 GeV2 for the lower and
upper error band. The systematic uncertainties for the real photon spectrum have been
calculated following the speciﬁc PDF Collaboration adopted procedure. In particular for
MRST2004QED we do not have any prescription to evaluate the uncertainties, while the
CT14QED set is accompanied by a table of 31 PDFs, each one imposing a progressive
constrain on the fraction of total momentum carried by the photon. From their analysis
the upper bound is set to be pγ ≤ 0.11% at 68% C.L. [14] and following this result we
have extracted central value and error band for the real photons contributions.
3. – Inclusive results and PDF uncertainties
The sum of the EPA, SD and DD terms can be directly compared with the result
obtained by evaluating the DD integration of eq. (1a) using inclusive sets, since they
already combine both the elastic and inelastic components. In order to verify that the
separation of the various terms has been done correctly, we have compared the sum of
the DD, SD and EPA results obtained with the CT14QED set with the inclusive result
from the CT14QED inc set. The result is visible in ﬁg. 2(a) where we have plotted
the ratio of those two results (blue line). The two results are in good agreement, the
diﬀerences being ≤ 3%. This ensures that double counting eﬀects are well under control.
In the same plot we show the comparison between two predictions for the inclusive PI
results obtained with the LUXqed and the CT14QED inc sets. The two central values
are in good agreement, as their diﬀerence is always ≤ 7%. In ﬁg. 2(b) we give the
inclusive PI results for the various PDF sets (coloured lines) in comparison with the DY
expectations (black line). The shaded areas represent the systematic uncertainties on
the PI predictions.
The ﬁrst thing to notice is the large diﬀerence in the error band predictions. The latter
have been estimated following the PDF Collaboration prescriptions, as already discussed
for the CT14QED case. The NNPDF3.0QED prescription follows the “replicas” method,
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Fig. 2. – (a) Comparison between the full PI prediction from the CT14QED inc set and the
LUXqed, and between the CT14QED inc result and the sum of the EPA, DD and SD terms
obtained with the CT14QED set. (b) Full PI prediction for diﬀerent PDF sets (both inelastic
and inclusive) in comparison with the pure DY term.

in this case 100 replicas contain the information on the systematic uncertainties. The
LUXqed set has been released in the PDF4LHC delivery [19], along with a set of 100
symmetric Hessian eigenvectors to calculate the error.
The size of the errors that we have obtained varies in a wide range. The result is shown
is ﬁg. 3(a) where the three curves have diﬀerent scale factors, as visible in the legend.
The most optimistic results are given by the LUXqed set, where the PDF uncertainty is
of the order of 1% along all the spectrum, and the central value of the PI contribution
is rather small with respect to the DY term. The most conservative scenario is given by
the NNPDF3.0QED set, where the size of the systematics can be one order of magnitude
larger than the predicted central value, which is rather large for this set. An intermediate
picture is given by the CT14QED inc set, where the PDF errors are between 20% and
30% along the spectrum.
The sum of the DY and PI central values and PDF uncertainties is given in ﬁg. 3(b),
where some discrepancies on the shape of the distribution are visible at high invariant
masses.
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Fig. 3. – (a) Relative size of the photon PDF uncertainties over the complete di-lepton result.
Note the scale factor associated to some of the curves associated to the results obtained diﬀerent
QED PDF sets. (b) The di-lepton spectrum, sum of the DY and the PI central values and its
PDF uncertainties as predicted by diﬀerent QED PDF sets.
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Fig. 4. – (a) Integrated cross section as function of the low invariant mass cut in the integration
for the di-lepton channel, with and without the inclusion of the PI central value and PDF
uncertainties. (b) Expected number of events and its statistic and systematic error from PDF
at diﬀerent luminosities, as function of the low invariant mass cut in the integration. NNLO
QCD corrections to Drell-Yan production [20, 21] have been included according to the method
detailed in [4, 17, 22, 23], as well as the declared experimental acceptance and eﬃciency factors
for the electron channel [24].

4. – PI eﬀects on BSM searches in the di-lepton channel
The results we have shown demand some caution when dealing with the interpretation
of experimental analysis. From here on we will consider the most conservative scenario
given by the NNPDF3.0QED set. The large uncertainties (and high central value) that
we obtain adopting this PDF set, have considerable eﬀect on the theoretical predictions
that are to be compared with the experimental data.
Especially in the high invariant mass region, the systematics show a large uncertainty
on the cross section predictions. The integrated cross section in particular receive a
sizeable contribution from the PI processes inclusion. If we consider the upper limit
of the 1σ error band, the integrated result diﬀers up to two orders of magnitude with
respect to the pure DY prediction. This is shown in ﬁg. 4(a), with the two results as in
the legend.
Considering the high integrated luminosity that will be collected over the years, we will
soon expect to register some high invariant mass events. For their correct interpretation,
the inclusion of PI processes and uncertainties in the analysis is crucial. As visible in
ﬁg. 4(b), because of the uncertainty on the spectrum at high invariant masses, we can
observe events even above 5 TeV invariant mass.
We want to explore more in detail the eﬀects of these uncertainties in BSM searches
for heavy resonances in the di-lepton channel. Neutral heavy resonances naturally appear in a variety of BSM constructions and the two leptons ﬁnal state is the golden
channel for the detection of their decays in collider experiments. Here we have chosen two popular benchmarks [25] to study the consequences of our previous results on
BSM Z  -boson searches. Current limits on the masses of these objects are set at few
TeV [10, 11].
To probe the narrow Z  case, we have considered the E6χ . As visible in ﬁg. 5(a)
the Breit-Wigner peaked shape stands well above the uncertainties, thus bump searches
for resonant objects do not seem to be much aﬀected by photon PDFs errors in the
invariant mass range under exam. A combined analysis with the inclusion of another observable, like the Forward-Backward Asymmetry (AFB), could help in the interpretation
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Fig. 5. – (a) Diﬀerential cross section and (b) AFB∗ distribution for a heavy Z  with 3.5 TeV
mass as predicted by the E6χ model. The shaded areas represent the 1σ PDF error band.

of the results. In the AFB observable systematics uncertainties are indeed signiﬁcantly
reduced [17, 22], thus a deviation from the ﬂat SM predictions would be a clear sign of
new physics. We give an example for a narrow resonance signal in ﬁg. 5(b), again for the
E6χ benchmark. However, even if the large systematics from the PI result are partially
cancelled, the inclusion of those terms has an eﬀect on the SM predictions. The PI being
an angularly symmetric process, has the eﬀects of reducing the overall AFB, thus their
inclusion is essential for the correct extrapolations of SM background.
With the purpose of exploring the PI eﬀects on non-resonant searches, we are here
considering another popular BSM model featuring a Z  -boson, the GSM − SSM model,
where the resonance width is enhanced. In ﬁg. 6(a) we show the invariant mass proﬁle of
a Z  -boson with ﬁxed width over mass ratio at 20%. This picture is quite representative
of many other scenarios, like contact interactions, extra dimensions [23,26], or continuous
spectra of BSM resonances, as in the ADD model [27]. As visible, now the error bands
clearly reduce our sensitivity to this kind of signal. As well the typical shape of a
non-resonant object resulting similar to a shoulder, can be confused with the tail of
PI processes contribution. Again, in this context the AFB observable can be used to
corroborate the interpretations, since a typical Z  signal would maintain its shape even
in the wide resonance scenario, and again the uncertainties from photon PDFs are here
reduced.
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Fig. 6. – (a) Diﬀerential cross section and (b) AFB∗ distribution for a heavy Z  with 3 TeV mass
as predicted by the GSM − SSM model. The width of the resonance has been ﬁxed to 20% of
its mass. The shaded areas represent the 1σ PDF error band.
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5. – Conclusions
We have discussed the contributions of PI processes to the di-lepton production channel at the LHC. The contributions of the new interactions have been obtained separating
the eﬀects of “quasi-real” and “real” photons, and they have been treated adopting the
EPA and with the use of QED PDFs respectively. We have computed the central values
of the PI terms using diﬀerent QED PDF sets and when available we have also estimated
the PDF uncertainties along following the appropriate prescriptions.
We have discussed those results and compared with the dominant DY contribution. In
particular at high invariant masses, deviations from the pure DY predictions can occur.
The size of these deviations, and the associated theoretical systematics, vary signiﬁcantly
with the diﬀerent scenarios for the photon PDFs. We have analysed the sensitivity of
BSM searches for both resonant and non-resonant objects, in light of the previous results,
adopting the most conservative QED PDF set.
Bump searches for resonant objects that follow a peaked Breit-Wigner shape are not
much aﬀected by photon interactions, while counting experiments for non-resonant objects would suﬀer a signiﬁcant loss of sensitivity. The interpretation of experimental data
can be supported by introducing an extra observable as the Forward-Backward Asymmetry, particularly because of its favourable features concerning systematic uncertainties.
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